Bayes Theorem Application: Estimating Outcomes in Terms of Probability
The better the estimates, the better the outcomes. It’s true in engineering and in just about everything else.
Decisions and judgments are invariably made with less available information than we would like. No project would
ever be completed if we had to wait for all of the data. Even then, there is always uncertainty in every measurement,
test and every data set. Thus, the understanding can at best be an approximation of the situation. It is important to
remember that approximations are a useful guide, but not reality. There are truly no 100% sure things—there is only
overconfidence, occasionally followed by misfortune
There are techniques to improve the quality of such decisions in the face of uncertainty, but the principles are not
generally taught. Here, the starting point here is introducing Bayes Theorem to quantitatively estimate probability of
events based on prior experience. The insights from this can be applied qualitatively to make better intuitive
estimates.
Let’s start with the weather forecast. In the morning, there may be a forecast of 30% chance of rain. The decision to
take an umbrella with you or not is made with this information. This forecast becomes the prior condition. Later in
the day, the forecast may change, say to 70%. This is new information, more reliable, and you take advantage of the
update to take your umbrella.
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This schematic above illustrates how Bayes Theorem works. There is some prior information about the likelihood of
an event occurring, some new event that changes the situation and a computation of a new probability that the
original event will occur. There is no certainty the event will occur, just a better estimate that it will occur. This is
often termed conditional probability, since the conditions affecting the original event have changed. In this sense, the
path toward understanding is an iterative process and Bayes Theorem is the computational engine that drives it.
More generally the approach can be quite valuable qualitatively. Making an initial estimate pushes you to examine
the available information or evaluate the data more carefully. There is more on the line when one owns an estimate.
This estimate becomes the prior probability. As more information becomes available, a revised, estimate can then
be made.
On the other hand, estimates made in a vacuum are wildly subjective. If there is no estimate at all, one has to accept
at face value whatever result comes their way. This section provides the tools to avoid either of these undesirable
situations.

Methods to Transform Data into Information (Rev0)
Bayes Theorem
Data without context in can be misleading. Graphical analysis was one method to do this. There are also statistical
methods to do this. The example below shows the need for this type of analysis. After the example, statistical
methods based on conditional probability:
The first part of this section introduces Bayes Theorem, which mathematically uses prior probability combines it
with new information to arrive at a revised probability. The most well-known example, and the one we start with, is
determining the probability of a woman actually having cancer after receiving a positive result in an initial screening.
Most people, including physicians, are way off on this estimate.

Venn Diagram

(http://oscarbonilla.com/2009/05/visualizing-bayes-theorem/)

A woman in her 40’s participates in a routine screening for breast cancer. She has a positive result. What is the
probability that the woman has breast cancer?
Prior Probability: It is known that 1% of women in this age group have breast cancer.
The test does not give perfect results:
True Positive: Of the women with breast cancer, 80% will get a positive test result.
False Positive: Of the women without breast cancer, 9.6% will get a positive test result
There is no action taken when a negative test result is reported

Prior Probability
The filled circle A represents the 1% of women with cancer. The larger circle
represents all women in the sample group.

New Information about the test:
Modify the Venn Diagram for the True Positive and False Positive Information. Add the women who do not have
breast cancer but got a positive result on the mammogram test (Circle B).
Circle B covers 80% of Circle A (True Positive) and 9.6% of the larger circle
outside of A (False Positive
Comparing the areas of Circle A and Circle B, it is clear that only a small
percentage of the women who got a positive result actually have breast cancer.
The exact percentage can be calculated using Bayes Theorem.
Most doctors guessed that the answer to the question was around 80%, which is
clearly impossible looking at the diagram!

Visualizing the diagram can help us apply Bayes’ theorem:

Quantitative Analysis of the Same Cancer Test Scenario
A woman in her 40’s participates in a routine screening for breast cancer. She has a positive result. What is the
probability that the woman has breast cancer?
It is known that 1% of women in this age group have breast cancer
The test does not give perfect results
Of the women with breast cancer, 80% will get a positive test result. (20% negative result.)
Of the women without breast cancer, 9.6% will get a positive result. (90.4% negative result)

An important point: Only the women that have a positive test have any concerns. This is bolded in the table
below. If a woman has a negative test, there is no follow-up for the next year.
In a table, all of the information can be shown. It is important to distinguish between actually having cancer and
having a positive test for cancer. The table shows the false positives and negatives.
Cancer

No Cancer

Prior Information
Test Positive

1%
80% (True)

99%
9.6% (False)

Test Negative

20%

90.4%

(No further action for a negative test result)

When the woman receives notice of a positive result, she is in the top row of the table, but the result could be a true
or false positive.
Calculate the chances of a true positive:

1% chance she has cancer x 80% chance that test identified it = 0.008

Calculate the chances of a false positive: 99% chance she does not have cancer x 9.6% chance that test identified it
= 0.095
In table form:

Test Positive
Test Negative

Cancer (1%)
True Pos: 1% * 80%
= 0.008
--------

No Cancer (99%)
False Pos: 99% * 9.6%
= 0.095
-------

Calculate he probability of actually having cancer if she gets a positive test:
Probability = Has cancer/all possibilities if she received a positive test
= (Has Cancer)/(Has Cancer + Does not have cnacer
= 0.008/(0.008 + 0.095) = 0.008/(0.103) = 7.8%
The probability that the woman has cancer is 7.8% (not 80%!)
(Remember this when someone you know gets a positive screening result)

Bayes Theorem—Same Cancer Test Scenario
(Simplified Notation: N. Silver)
Revised Probability = (xy)/[xy + z(1-x)]
Prior Probability
New Events
True Result
False Positive
Revised (Posterior) Probability

x

1% of women in this age group have cancer (historical data)

y
z

80% of women with cancer will get a positive result
9.6% of women without cancer will get a positive result
Calculated by Bayes formula below

Revised Probability = (xy)/[xy + z(1-x)] = (0.01)(0.8)/(0.01)(0.80) + [0.096(1.00- 0.01)]
Revised Probability = .078 = 7.8%
The probability that the woman has cancer has increased from the prior value of 1% to the revised value of 8.6% as a
consequence of the new test information.
Comparison of Notation for Cancer Test Scenario
A: Actually Has Cancer

~ A: Actually not having cancer; Test Positive X Test Negative ~X

(Silver’s Notation) Revised Probability = (xy)/[xy + z(1-x)]
Prior Probability

x

Pr(A)

Chance of having cancer (1%).

1% of women in this age group have
cancer (historical data)

New Events
True Positive

y

Pr(X|A)

Chance of a positive test (X)
given that you had cancer (A).

80% of women with cancer will get a
positive result

False Positive

z

1-x
Revised
(Posterior)
Probability

Pr(X|~A)

Pr(~A)
Pr(A|X)

This is the chance of a true
positive, 80% in our case
Chance of a positive test (X)
given that you didn’t have cancer
(~A).
This is a false positive, 9.6% in
our case.
Chance of not having cancer
(99%).
Chance of having cancer (A)
given a positive test (X).

9.6% of women without cancer will
get a positive result

Calculated by Bayes formula below

This is what we want to know: In
our case it was 7.8%.

Revised Probability = (xy)/[xy + z(1-x)] = (0.01)(0.8)/(0.01)(0.80) + [0.096(1.00- 0.01)] = 0.078 = 7.8%

Pr(A|X) = Pr(X|A) Pr(A) / [Pr(X|A) Pr(A) + Pr(~A) Pr(X|~A)] = (0.01)(0.8)/(0.01)(0.80) + [0.096(1.00- 0.01)] = 0.078 =7.8%

A similar but simpler class problem: (http://www.biocodershub.net/community/understanding-bayesian-statistics/)
If a person has cancer, it will always detect it, 100% of the time. If the person , it will usually correctly call this
result, 90% of the time. However in 10% of these cases, it will incorrectly report they do have cancer. Looking at this
in a table:
Test detects cancer

Test doesn’t detect cancer

Patient has cancer

100% (true positive)

0% (false negative)

Patient doesn’t have cancer

10% (false positive)

Now let’s assume that 1% of people actually have cancer. You go in for a test and unfortunately it reports you have
cancer. Statistically, do you actually have cancer? Use full notation.

Key Points of Bayes’ Theorem (refer to examples above)

Tests are not the event.

We have a cancer test, separate from the event of actually
having cancer.

Tests are flawed.

Tests detect things that don’t exist (false positive), and miss
things that do exist (false negative).

Tests give us test probabilities,
not the real probabilities.

People often consider the test results directly, without
considering the errors in the tests.

False positives skew results.

False positives are needed to reduce the number of cancer
cases missed by the test.
Missing a true cancer case is a much worse outcome than a
false positive.

Bayes’ theorem gives you the actual probability of an event given the measured test probabilities.

Comparison of two types of statistics:
Conventional statistics (Frequentist), inferences are based solely on the sampling distribution of the
statistic. Here the statistic is the sample mean, standard deviation, and ranges. Emphasizes more accurately
maximum likelihood, looks for the model with the highest probability of producing the data.

Bayesian statistics
Looks for the model that is most likely to have produced the data, or best explained by the data. The probability
depends upon prior conditions or knowledge. It is based on the degree of belief based on prior knowledge that
can be changed by new events. (Conditional Probability).
Bayesian statistical analysis is the direction that analysis is going. It is a complex subject, but the insights from
these examples can really help you understand situations in a different way. (It is still not taught in many college
statistics courses.)

Bayes Theorem Problems
1. You recently returned from Mexico and go to see a doctor about a fever. The doctor decides to give you a test for
swine flu. For the purposes of this exercise, it is known that 1 in 500 people who visited Mexico came down with
swine flu. The test is 99% accurate, in the sense that the probability of a false positive is 1%. The probability of a
false negative is 0.
You get a positive result. What is the probability that you have swine flu?
2. Sam can come to school either by walking or taking the bus. Sam wakes up late one day. He decides that if he
walks quickly, there is a 50% chance that he will be late for Engineering class. If he takes the M14, the probability
of being late is only 20%. Sam is late one day, and the teacher wishes to estimate the probability that Sam walked to
school. Since he does not know which mode of transportation that Sam usually takes, he gives a prior probability of
½ to each of the two possibilities.
Draw a Venn Diagram which qualitatively describes this situation. What is the teacher’s probability estimate that
Sam walked to school?
3. You have an old car. For experience you know that when the car makes a loud clicking sound, there’s a 75% chance
it’s going to break down. You also know that if it’s more than 80 degrees Fahrenheit outside, the car only has a 15%
chance of breaking down. If it’s more than 80 degrees outside and the car is making a loud clicking sound, what is the
probability that the car is going to break down?

4. Suppose that two competing factories, Manhattan and Queens produce jelly beans.
The Manhattan factory starts shipping jars containing 70% sweet and 30% sour jelly beans. The Queens factory is
shipping jars containing 20% sweet and 80% sour jelly beans.
Manhattan is the larger factory, shipping 60% of the jelly beans compared to 40% from Queens.
You eat one jelly bean and find that the taste is sweet. What is the probability that the jelly bean was produced in
Manhattan?
5.Sam can come to school either by walking, taking the bus or using his skateboard. Sam wakes up late one day. He
decides that if he walks quickly, there is a 50% chance that he will be late for Engineering class. If he takes the M14,
the probability of being late is only 20%. The probability of being late using the skateboard is 30%
Sam is late one day, and the teacher wishes to estimate the probability that Sam walked to school. Since he does not
know which mode of transportation that Sam usually takes, he gives equal prior probability to each of the
possibilities. What is the probability that Sam walked to school. Compare this problem to the earlier problem 2.
6. The three stooges, Curley, Larry, and Moe, have finally run out of luck and pulled one prank too many. One of
them (selected at random) is to be executed. Moe, ever the smart stooge, begs the jailer to tell him the name of one
of others who is not to be executed. The jailer flips a coin and gives Moe the name. What are the new probabilities
of execution for the remaining Moe and the other unnamed stooge?
7. Marie is getting married tomorrow, at an outdoor ceremony in the desert. In recent years, it has rained only 5 days
each year. Unfortunately, the weatherman has predicted rain for tomorrow. When it actually rains, the weatherman
correctly forecasts rain 90% of the time. When it doesn't rain, he incorrectly forecasts rain 10% of the time. What is
the probability that it will rain on the day of Marie's wedding? Specify prior probability and the new event as well as
the probability of rain on the wedding day.

